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After several years of research and development we
were again successful in finding a revolutionary new
standard in ultra-flat drive technology.
All the control and operations modules were developed
in a complete new way and combined with the advantage of the, already known, ultra-flat drive technology.
The OCTO-Actuators-Konzept will be presented to the
public for the first time at the international trade fair
Interzum 2015.
Winning the Interzum Award in the category
“The best of the best” confirm the capability of this
innovative drive technology. The development of this
technology was based on intensive studies of the natural motions and bionic lessons.

In contrast to the conventional drive systems, we use to
refrain completely from metal fittings, so we are able to
reduce significantly the weight and potential magneticfield interferences in the bedroom area.
Furthermore we offer an extremely large spectrum of
novel possibilities of application and an unexpected variety of configurations. This is feasible because of the
possibility to combine all the single components. Our
innovative strength is reflected in numerous patent specifications.
Extremely low-noised drive mechanisms offer a stageless adjustment of the lie down area in almost every position. Therefore we use the latest materials, so we can
assure the highest degree of stability and functionality.
Intelligent control components developed by us round
off the complete system.
Experience the manifold possibilities!

Flex Connect
„The ultra flat IntelliDrive“
OCTOFLEX is the first central drive unit in the world with
flexible power transmission elements (Flex Connect)
that can transmit the adjustment forces to many different positions in an adjustable piece of furniture.
The extraordinarily strong OCTOFLEX concept puts the
force precisely where it is needed with differently adjustable levers and converts it into an adjustment movement of the furniture efficiently and with low noise.
Until now, the customer is bound to fixed widths of unpleasantly heavy and welded metal fittings (e.g. in the
area of motor-adjustable lattice grids) and has to stock
up on the corresponding metal fittings for all the different widths.
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OCTOFLEX gives the customer a drive concept that
is globally unique in its build that can be used mostly
width-independently for all lattice grid and box spring
bed widths currently available on the market, according
to the principle of „one size fits all“.
This new concept opens up new design options for the
customer and the freedom to develop his product independently of the specified fitting widths of the manufacturers.
The ultra-flat build also creates considerable benefits for
the customer. The storage space below the lattice grid
can become unlimited.
Generally, the usage options of the OCTOFLEX can be
transferred to other product areas with small construction space that require maximum flexibility at extreme
force ratings.

Flex Connect System

150KG

Systempower

Seat

Flex

Seat-Flex

Flex Connect System
7,5cm

Ultra Flat

PULL
SYSTEM

Pull System

made
in
Germany
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OCTOFLEX OF12
Product description
OCTOFlex OF12 convinces by its enormous system power,
two whispering motors and the ultra-flat build.
The Flex Connect system replaces any fittings and reduces
your storage costs “one size fits all“.
Flex Connect names it possible to install bed widths from 70
to 100cm with a single basic set.
Quick installation and highest flexibility in colour design of
all frame components characterise this system.
A globally unique and newly patented drive concept also reduces weight by more than 50% at concurrent higher force
design and system stability.

E-Power 29S/24S
6

Fly2

Areas of use

Options

Adjustable springs (flat) with
spring bars or dissolved surface (disk)

Foot fittings

Adjustable Continental bed systems

Radio remote controls

Adjustable beds with bed base function and
with lateral bed base opening

Mains release function (Cable and radio remote controls)

Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive)

Maxi-set for extra wide versions

*
*Optional

Flex Connect System

Ultra flat

Pull System

Systempower

7,5cm

PULL
SYSTEM

150KG

Storage Box

One fits all

Seat-Flex

70 - 100
cm

Seat

Flex

Synchro-Drive*

Mains Isolation*

Radio Control*

2,4 GHz

Easy Assembly

*Optional
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OCTOFLEX OF12
150
Technical information

KG

Capacitance**
(Allocation / 150KG)

System weight
System height
Motors
Maximum load**
Setup angle back
64mm grid
Width basic set
Length basic set

6,1kg
7,5cm
2
150KG
60°
yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

FEATURES
Hand switch
Seat Flex
Flex Connect
Neck zone adjustment
Back zone adjustment
Knee/foot zone adjustment
StorageBox
Freewheel function
Emergency lowering (mechanical)

yes
yes
yes
optional
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

OPTIONS
Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive)
Foot fittings
Maxi-set for extra wide versions (E-Power 24S/SN)
"toGo" Kit
Radio Control 2,4Ghz
Radio Controlg 2,4Ghz eith mains isolation function
Power supply with mains isolation function

yes
yes
100-140cm
yes
yes
yes
yes

TECHN. DATA
Torque Nm
Complete adjustmnet "up" in sec. without load
Activation time
Motor voltage
End deactivation via
Housing colour RAL
Mains unit type
Supply line standard
Supply line optional
Mains connection
Eco Design EC1275/2008 Standby < 0,30 Watt
Protection type
Protection class

455
19 sec / 29V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20
II

191mm

Max
150KG

20
KG

40
KG

128mm

30
KG

Head

Flex Connect System

Components

+

Euro-Palette
EURO
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668mm

520mm

Easy Assembly

40
KG

20
KG

150KG

Systempower

Seat

Flex

Seat-Flex

Flex Connect System
PULL
SYSTEM

Pull System

Foot fittings Optional*

made
in
Germany
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OCTOFLEX OF14
Product description
OCTOFlex OF14 convinces by its enormous system power,
two whispering motors and the high of 10,5cm.
The Flex Connect system replaces any fittings and reduces
your storage costs “one size fits all“.
Flex Connect names it possible to install bed widths from 70
to 100cm with a single basic set.
Quick installation and highest flexibility in colour design of
all frame components characterise this system.
A globally unique and newly patented drive concept also reduces weight by more than 50% at concurrent higher force
design and system stability.

E-Power 29S/24S
10

Fly2

Areas of use

Options

Adjustable springs with spring bars
or dissolved surface (disk)

Foot fittings

Adjustable Continental bed systems

Radio remote controls

Adjustable beds with bed base function and
with lateral bed base opening

Mains release function (Cable and radio remote controls)

Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive)

Maxi-set for extra wide versions

*Optional

Flex Connect System

Pull System

Systempower

PULL
SYSTEM

150KG

Storage Box

One fits all

Seat-Flex

70 - 100
cm

Seat

Flex

Synchro-Drive*

Mains Isolation*

Radio Control*

2,4 GHz

Easy Assembly
Foot fittings Optional*

*Optional
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OCTOFLEX OF14
150
Technical information

KG

Capacitance**
(Allocation / 150KG)

System weight
System height
Motors
Maximum load**
Setup angle back
64mm grid
Width basic set
Length basic set

5,7kg
10,5cm
2
150KG
60°
yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

FEATURES
Hand switch
Seat Flex
Flex Connect
Neck zone adjustment
Back zone adjustment
Knee/foot zone adjustment
StorageBox
Freewheel function
Emergency lowering (mechanical)

yes
yes
yes
optional
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

OPTIONS
Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive)
Foot fittings
Maxi-set for extra wide versions (E-Power 24S/SN)
"toGo" Kit
Radio Control 2,4Ghz
Radio Controlg 2,4Ghz eith mains isolation function
Power supply with mains isolation function

yes
yes
100-140cm
yes
yes
yes
yes

TECHN. DATa
Torque Nm
Complete adjustmnet "up" in sec. without load
Activation time
Motor voltage
End deactivation via
Housing colour RAL
Mains unit type
Supply line standard
Supply line optional
Mains connection
Eco Design EC1275/2008 Standby < 0,30 Watt
Protection type
Protection class

526
17sec/29V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20
II

191mm

Max
150KG

20
KG

40
KG

128mm

30
KG

Head

Flex Connect System

Components

+

Euro-Palette
EURO
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668mm

520mm

Easy Assembly

40
KG

20
KG

OCTOFLEX “toGo!“
„toGo!“

Product description
For the first time, two motor frames can be folded together
and then unfolded with the optional “toGo!”
This paves the way for a variety of extremely practical applications.
Transport is much easier. Regardless of whether clients have
to carry it through narrow rooms, stairwells or hallways, or
pick up a motor frame from the ready to go section of a store
to put it in their car, they can do it with ease.
This option also provides equally useful possibilities for shipping,
reducing the packaging to a minimum.

Easy Assembly

Ultra flat

Ready toGo!*

7,5cm

toGo!

“toGo!“ Set

Euro-Palette

EURO

toGo!
“toGo!“ Set Optional*

Storage Box

Systempower

150KG

*Optional
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Synchro-Drive
The innovative back/neck adjustment
Another impressive development in adjustable ergonomics
for the back and neck area is demonstrated by two new actuation systems (OF12 and OF14) in the OCTO range.
When you adjust the back and neck section, the back area
moves up first, before the neck presses the head area.

Synchro-Drive

~ SitVital
~ RelaxVital

~ JoinVital

This Synchro-Drive system expands the applications offered
by the drive system and meets modern sleep requirements.
People who have to sleep in a slightly elevated position, particularly if they suffer from reflux or even if this is the only
position that they can sleep comfortably in, can now do this
without any pressure on their neck.

~ RefluxVital

The back moves up completely, enabling the user to assume
a comfortable sitting or reading position.

~ SleepVital

14

200KG

Systempower

Seat

Flex

Seat-Flex
PULL
SYSTEM

Pull System

Flex Connect System
made
in
Germany
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OCTOBOX OB20
Product description
OCTOBox OB20 convinces with its enormous system power,
two whispering motors, an installation height of only 9.0cm
and a flexible build.
This system has been specifically developed for BoxSpring
bed systems. The Flex Connect system replaces any fittings
and reduces your storage costs. “One fits all“.
Flex Connect permits bed widths between 70 and 100cm in
the OB20 with only a single basic set.
Quick installation and maximum flexibility particularly characterise their system.
A globally unique and newly patented drive concept also reduces weight by more than 60% at a higher power design
and better system stability.

E-Power 24S
16

Fly2

Areas of use

Options

Adjustable Continental BoxSpring bed systems

Radio remote controls

Adjustable Continental bed systems

Mains release function (Cable and radio remote controls)

Adjustable beds with bed base function and
with lateral bed base opening

Maxi-set for extra wide versions

Flex Connect System

Pull System

Systempower

Capacitance**

PULL
SYSTEM

200KG

Max
200KG

Storage Box

One fits all

Seat-Flex

70 - 100
cm

Seat

Flex

Mains Isolation*

Radio Control*

2,4 GHz

Easy Assembly
Storage Box
Better Sleep Balance
Magnetic Field Reduction
Metall Reduction
Energy Related Product
Eco-Design - EC 1275/2008

*Optional
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OCTOBOX OB20
200
Technical information

KG

Capacitance**
(Allocation / 200KG)

System weight
System height
Motors
Maximum load**
Setup angle back
64mm grid
Width basic set
Length basic set

7,4kg
9cm
2
200KG
56°
yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

FEATURES
Hand switch
Seat Flex
Flex Connect
Neck zone adjustment
Back zone adjustment
Knee/foot zone adjustment
StorageBox
Freewheel function
Emergency lowering (mechanical)

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

OPTIONS
Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive)
Foot fittings
Maxi-set for extra wide versions (E-Power 24S/SN)
"toGo" Kit
Radio Control 2,4Ghz
Radio Controlg 2,4Ghz eith mains isolation function
Power supply with mains isolation function

no
no
100-120cm
no
yes
yes
yes

TECHN. DATA
Torque Nm
Complete adjustmnet "up" in sec. without load
Activation time
Motor voltage
End deactivation via
Housing colour RAL
Mains unit type
Supply line standard
Supply line optional
Mains connection
Eco Design EC1275/2008 Standby < 0,30 Watt
Protection type
Protection class

934
24sec/24V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20
II

191mm

Max
200KG

25
KG

55
KG

128mm

40
KG

Head

Flex Connect System

Components

+

Euro-Palette
EURO
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668mm

520mm

Easy Assembly

55
KG

25
KG

NEW!

NEW!

LED
Light

NEW!

Hand switch and radio control
OF12, OF14, OB20, DF10, EcoMove, EasyMove

NEW!
OCTO Push2

OCTO FLY2

OCTO ECO2

NEW!

NEW!

OCTO STAR2*

OCTO SINUS2*

NEW!

NEW!

OCTO STAR2 RF*

OCTO sinus2 RF*

OCTO Push2 rf*

OCTO eco2 rf*

Printed with LOGO
on request*
2x AA

Accessories

Hook 5,0cm

Hook 5,0cm

2x AA

2x AA

Standard
Receiver
Standard

or

2x AA

Advanced
Receiver
Advanced

MiniFit 6P

2x AA

Mains unit(s)
E-Power 24S/29S
(0,3Watt Standby)
Without mains release
function

yes

yes

no

E- Power 24SN/29SN
With mains release
function*

yes

no

yes

DualSynchro Cable 6P

yes

yes

yes

Extension cable for a
manual cable switch 6P

yes

yes

yes

Cable options
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*Optional

Mains unit(s)
OF12, OF14, OB20, DF10, EcoMove, EasyMove, BasicMove

2x AAA

E-Power
24 S / 29 S
Without mains release function

E-Power*
24 SN / 29 SN
With mains release function

Versions

100-240V AC

100-240V AC

Standard:

EU

EU

On request:
Alternative country versions

CH
UK
USA
JP

CH
UK
USA
JP

Mains current

Battery charge status

yes

yes

Extension cable 6P*
for a manual cable switch

Extension cable*
for one mains unit

led
Function LED
Cable options
Extension cable for one mains unit

Eco-Design - EC 1275/2008
Energy Related Product

*Optional

Mains Isolation*

connection cable*
DualSynchro Cable 6P
for the connection of two drive systems
connections sockets on either side
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Neck fittings
(Synchro-Drive)
Optional

Foot fittings
Optional
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E-Motions
BedSystem

Technik
Eco, Pri2M, Pri4M

AluFrame, AluLegs

Cookie
Eco, Pri2M, Pri4M

Onyx, Pearl

VarioDouble
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E-Motions
VarioDouble

Plattform

BedSystem, AluFrame, AluLegs

BoxSpring Inside

This elegantly and premium processed production is taking comfort to a new level,
as a result of the maximum of individual possibilities of adjustment and the unique
variety of function.
Experience the unique comforts of the extraordinary control concept and the enormous scope for creative and innovative ideas of products on a premium level.

PriMove 4M

PriMove 3MN

PriMove 2M

EcoMove V1

EcoMove V2

EcoMove V3

EcoMove V4

EcoMove V5

EcoMove V6

EasyMove V1

EasyMove V2

EasyMove V3

EasyMove V4

EasyMove V5

PriMove – Premium segment

The EcoMove-production combines functionality and high class design with all essential functions of a modern drive system.
A first-class processing and a plurality of optional controls, offers an enormous scope
of individuality for you and your clients.
EcoMove – top class

The EasyMove-production combines functionality and flexibility of an ultra-flat drive
system, in a much elaborated way. The system does not need any metal fittings.
Furthermore, this production offers you an enormous variability of configuration possibilities for client specific applications.
EasyMove – a class of its own
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PRI
Move 4M

RAL 8019

Product description
The four-engined alternative combines all excellences of the
PriMove-production and offers the user a maximum of individual possibilities of adjustment, unique comfort and elegant design. We abstain completely from metal fittings.
A very low system height and the continuous 64mm bolt grid
leave enough scope for an individual arrangement of applications. Furthermore it allows the acceptance of all current
spring elements.
The back and foot part contains altogether 7 ranges, which
can be adjusted almost soundlessly and stagelessly via two
high-performance motors. Furthermore an integrated support of the lordosis leads to a noticeable relief of the spine.
The foot area is levitating and equipped with an integrated
buffer, which also serves as a protection of overcharge.
PriCon RF M4
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PRIMove 4M

IQ 4M

PriCon M4

PRI
Move 2M, 3MN

RAL 8019

Product description Move 2M
Our starter model into the premium sector is offering a high
degree of comfort and an elegant design with an attractive
colour. We abstain completely from metal fittings.
A very low system height and the continuous 64mm bolt
grid leave enough scope for an individual arrangement of
applications. Furthermore it allows the acceptance of all current spring elements.
The back and foot part contains altogether 7 ranges, which
can be adjusted almost soundlessly and stagelessly via two
high-performance motors. Furthermore an integrated support of the lordosis leads to a noticeable relief of the spine.
PriCon RF M2

PriMove 2M

Product description Move 3MN
In addition to the two-engined model, this alternative with
an integrated third motor, offers a separately adjustable
nape area.
Equally you will get high comfort and elegant design in an
attractive colour.
The back and foot part contains altogether 7 ranges, which
can be adjusted almost soundlessly and stagelessly via tow
high-performance motors.

PriCon M3N

PriMove 3MN
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PRI
MoveBack System
MoveBack

Product description
The MoveBack system is optionally available for the drive
systems of the PriMove, EcoMove and EasyMove (not V5)
series.
In combination with the ultra-flat build, it is possible to use a
MoveBack system in any bed construction for the first time.
The inner frame mechanically and perfectly soundlessly slides back to the wall if the back part is adjusted upwards by
the motor.

150KG

Systempower

The inner frame also slides back for the downward adjustment of the back.
The MoveBack system ensures that the night stand always
remains in reach. This is a real advantage and actual additional use in connection with the ultra-flat working technology
of the Move series.
The MoveBack set is available optionally and integrates into
the present production easily.

MoveBack
PriMove

177mm

MoveBack Optional*
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MoveBack Set

ECO
Move Classic, V1

RAL 7016

Product description

EcoMove Classic

In our EcoMove-production you are able to adjust, the back
as well as the foot part, with the extremely quiet and separately controllable motor. Altogether 4/5 ranges offer a
comfortable adjustment of the lying position.
This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an extraordinary
high variability.
EcoMoveV1:
The body-end enables an elegant acceptance of the wooden
extension. Thereby, it is possible to actualize almost every
variation of length.
The foot part is levitating. The system does not need any
metal fittings and offers with a system height of 65mm a lot
of scope for the field of modern slat base.
The constantly partitioned 64mm bolt grid enables the acceptance of all current spring elements, for a client specific
arrangement. A mechanically emergency lowering is standard.

EcoMove V1

EcoMove Classic
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ECO
Move V2, V3

RAL 7016

Product description
In our EcoMove-production you are able to adjust, the back
as well as the foot part, with the extremely quiet and separately controllable motor. Altogether 5 ranges offer a comfortable adjustment of the lying position.
This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an extraordinary
high variability. The body-end enables an elegant acceptance
of the wooden extension.
Thereby, it is possible to actualize almost every variation of
length. The foot part is levitating.
The system does not need any metal fittings and offers with
a system height of 65mm a lot of scope for the field of modern slat base. The constantly partitioned 64mm bolt grid
enables the acceptance of all current spring elements, for a
client specific arrangement.

EcoMove V2

A mechanically emergency lowering is standard.

5cm

EcoMove V3
Eco2 RF*
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Eco2

ECO
Move V4, V5

RAL 7016

Product description
In our EcoMove-production you are able to adjust, the back
as well as the foot part, with the extremely quiet and separately controllable motor. Altogether 4 resp. 6 ranges offer a
comfortable adjustment of the lying position.
This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an extraordinary
high variability. The body-end enables an elegant acceptance
of the wooden extension.

EcoMove V4

Thereby, it is possible to actualize almost every variation of
length. The foot part is levitating.
The foot part is levitating. The system does not need any
metal fittings and offers with a system height of 65mm a lot
of scope for the field of modern slat base.
The constantly partitioned 64mm bolt grid enables the acceptance of all current spring elements, for a client specific
arrangement.
A mechanically emergency lowering is standard.

E-Power 24 SN

The E-Power 24 SN contains a stable electric adaptor, which can be used for the voltage range of 110-240 V. It powers the EcoMove drive unit continuously with enough
performance.
A mains isolation is standard, as well as an
LED indicating the batteries condition. The
power supply complies with the latest Ecodesign Directive. Batteries are included in
delivery.
The E-Power 24 S contains a stable electric
adaptor, which can be used for the voltage
range of 110–240 V. It powers the EcoMove
drive unit continuously with enough performance.

EcoMove V5

E-Power 24 S*
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ECO
Move V6

RAL 7016

Product description
In our EcoMove-production you are able to adjust, the back
as well as the foot part, with the extremely quiet and separately controllable motor. Altogether 6 ranges offer a comfortable adjustment of the lying position.

Systempower

Ultra Flat

This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an extraordinary
high variability. The body-end enables an elegant acceptance
of the wooden extension. Thereby, it is possible to actualize
almost every variation of length.

150KG

6,5cm

Easy Assembly

The foot part is levitating. The system does not need any
metal fittings and offers with a system height of 65mm a lot
of scope for the field of modern slat base.

Mains Isolation*

The constantly partitioned 64mm bolt grid enables the acceptance of all current spring elements, for a client specific
arrangement.

2,4 GHz

Radio Control*

A mechanically emergency lowering is standard.

Specialities

EcoMove V6

Adjustable backs area
adjustable thigh area
continuous 64mm bolt grid
free wheel function
mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)
Mains isolation (NFS)

Storage Box

Memoryfunction*

Memory

Easy Service

Better Sleep Balance
Magnetic Field Reduction
Metall Reduction
Energy Related Product
Eco-Design - EC 1275/2008

*Optional
EcoMove V6
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M

EASY
Move V1, V2

RAL 7044

Product description
In our EasyMove-production you are able to adjust the back
as well as the foot part with the extremely quiet and separately controllable motor.
Altogether 4 resp. 5 ranges offer you a comfortable adjustment of the lying position.
This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an extraordinary
high variability. The body-end enables an elegant acceptance
of the wooden extension.
EasyMove V1

Thereby, it is possible to actualize almost every variation of
length.
The foot part is levitating. The system does not need any
metal fittings and offers with a system height of 65mm a lot
of scope for the field of modern slat base.
The constantly partitioned 64mm bolt grid enables the acceptance of all current spring elements, for a client specific
arrangement.

5cm

EasyMove V2

Push2

Push2 RF*
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Easy
Move V3, V4

RAL 7044

Product description
In our EasyMove-production you are able to adjust the back
as well as the foot part with the extremely quiet and separately controllable motor. Altogether 5 ranges offer you a
comfortable adjustment of the lying position.
This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an extraordinary
high variability. The body-end enables an elegant acceptance
of the wooden extension. Thereby, it is possible to actualize
almost every variation of length.
The foot part is levitating. The system does not need any
metal fittings and offers with a system height of 65mm a lot
of scope for the field of modern slat base.

EasyMove V3

The constantly partitioned 64mm bolt grid enables the acceptance of all current spring elements, for a client specific
arrangement.

EasyMove V4
EasyMove V5
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Easy
Move V5

RAL 7044

Product description
In our EasyMove-production you are able to adjust the back
as well as the foot part with the extremely quiet and separately controllable motor. Altogether 5 ranges offer you a
comfortable adjustment of the lying position.
This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an extraordinary
high variability. The body-end enables an elegant acceptance
of the wooden extension. Thereby, it is possible to actualize
almost every variation of length.
EasyMove V5

The foot part is levitating. The system does not need any
metal fittings and offers with a system height of 65mm a lot
of scope for the field of modern slat base.
The constantly partitioned 64mm bolt grid enables the acceptance of all current spring elements, for a client specific
arrangement.

Optional Eco / EasyMove radio remote control:
Push2 RF*

Standard
Receiver
Standard

*Optional

The E-Power 24S contains a stable electric
adaptor, which can be used for the voltage
range of 110–240 V. It powers the EcoMove
drive unit continuously with enough performance.

Eco2 RF*

or

Advanced
Receiver
Advanced

Standard
Receiver
Standard

or

Advanced
Receiver
Advanced

E-Power 24 S

E-Power 24 SN*

The E-Power 24 SN contains a stable electric adaptor, which can be used for the voltage range of 110-240 V. It powers the EcoMove drive unit continuously with enough
performance.
A mains isolation is standard, as well as an
LED indicating the batteries condition. The
power supply complies with the latest Ecodesign Directive. Batteries are included in
delivery.
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Easy
MoveBack

RAL 7044
MoveBack

Product description
The MoveBack system is optionally available for the drive
systems of the PriMove, EcoMove and EasyMove (not V5)
series.
In combination with the ultra-flat build, it is possible to use a
MoveBack system in any bed construction for the first time.
The inner frame mechanically and perfectly soundlessly slides back to the wall if the back part is adjusted upwards by
the motor.
The inner frame also slides back for the downward adjustment of the back.

150KG

Systempower

The MoveBack system ensures that the night stand always
remains in reach. This is a real advantage and actual additional use in connection with the ultra-flat working technology
of the Move series.
The MoveBack set is available optionally and integrates into
the present production easily.

MoveBack
Easy/Eco V1

125mm

Easy/Eco V2

234mm

Easy/Eco V3

306mm

Easy/Eco V4

226mm

Easy/Eco V6

226mm

MoveBack Optional*

MoveBack Set
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Basic
Move V1

RAL 7044

Product description
Systempower

Ultra Flat

The BasicMove is a combination of practical single-engined
drive systems for the backs area and a variable wooden extension.

150KG

6,5cm

Easy Assembly

BasicMove V1

The length of the backs area as well as the lying area can be
defined by your wishes. The system does not need any metal fittings and offers with a system height of merely 65mm
enormous scope for the field of modern slat base.
The constantly partitioned 64mm bolt grid enables the acceptance of all current spring elements for a client specific
arrangement.

Mains Isolation*
2,4 GHz

Radio Control*

Specialities
Adjustable backs area

Storage Box

Memoryfunction*

5cm

M
Memory

Easy Service

Better Sleep Balance
Push2

Magnetic Field Reduction
Metall Reduction

The E-Power 24S contains a stable electric
adaptor, which can be used for the voltage
range of 110–240 V. It powers the EcoMove
drive unit continuously with enough performance.

Energy Related Product
Eco-Design - EC 1275/2008

*Optional

E-Power 24 S
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Total Technical Information
OF12

OF14

OB20

Pri

Eco

Easy

Basic

System weight
System height
Motors
Maximum load**
Setup angle back

6,1kg
7,5cm
2
150KG
60°

5,7kg
10,5cm
2
150KG
60°

7,4kg
9cm
2
200KG
56°

from 14,1kg
7,0cm
2-4
150KG
up to 90°

from 8,8kg
6,5cm
2
150KG
up to 89°

from 6,1kg
6,5cm
2
150KG
up to 89°

3,8kg
6,5cm
1
150KG
52°

64mm grid
Width basic set
Length basic set

yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

yes
70-100cm
up to 220cm

FEATURES
Hand switch
Seat Flex
Flex Connect
Square Connect
Neck zone adjustment
Back zone adjustment
Knee/foot zone adjustment
Foot zone adjustment
Lordosis Support
StorageBox
Freewheel function
Emergency lowering (mechanical)

yes
yes
yes
no
optional
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no
optional
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes
no
no
yes
yes, 4M
yes
yes
yes, 4M
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
100-140cm

yes
yes
100-140cm

no
no
120cm

`-`-100-140cm

`-`-100-140cm

`-`-100-140cm

`-`-100-140cm

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

no
no
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no

no
yes
no
no
no
no

Torque Nm
Complete adjustmnet "up" in sec. without load
Activation time
Motor voltage
End deactivation via
Housing colour RAL
Mains unit type
Supply line standard
Supply line optional
Mains connection
Eco Design EC1275/2008 Standby < 0,30 Watt
Protection type

455
19 sec / 29V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20

526
17sec/29V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20

934
24sec/24V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20

731
18 Sek/24V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
8019
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20

541
18 Sek/24V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20

541
18 Sek/24V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7044
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20

530
18 Sek/24V
`2/10
24V AC
Microswitch
7044
SMPS
EURO
US, UK, CH, JP
100-240V AC
yes
IP20

Protection class

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

OPTIONS
Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive)
Foot fittings
Maxi-set for extra wide versions
(E-Power 24S/SN)
MoveBack
"toGo" Kit
Radio Control 2,4Ghz
Radio Controlg 2,4Ghz eith mains isolation function
Power supply with mains isolation function
Memory
TECHN. DATA

Explanation
Octo actuators + Bionical Design
Free wheel function

Bionical Design
Mains isolation (NFS)

Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

Lumbar Support

The installation of the so-called mains cutout is the best way to stop the occurrence of
additional electrical springs in the sleeping
section since the mains cut-out ensures the
complete isolation of the power socket from
the drive system.

In the case of a power cut or unexpected
breakdown, the mechanical emergency levelling function makes it possible to lower
both the dorsal and foot sections manually.

Lumbar is what medical experts call the natural forward curvature of the human spinal
column.

Back zone

Neck zone

All our drive systems come with an idling
function.
While lowering the dorsal or head sections,
these are returned to zero position not
by motor power but merely by their own
weight.
Thus if a body part is accidentally jammed, it
is at most the weight of the corresponding
supine section that is applied.
Injuries and contusions are practically excluded. A sensible safety feature.

Two batteries in the AC adaptor supply the
starter pulse to provide the regular voltage
when depressing a key of the switch.

Easy Service

Lumbar support in the lumbar section of the
back result in marked stress relief to the spinal column and provide extra comfort and
well-being.

Better Sleep Balance
Magnetic Field Reduction
Metall Reduction
Energy Related Product
Eco-Design - EC 1275/2008

OB20
Capacitance**

Capacitance**

(Allocation / 150KG)

(Allocation / 200KG)

Max
150KG

Max
200KG
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